Products

The Plane

The plane light is conceived as floating planes, of wood and glass,
alternating and revolving around a central axis, to craft light around itself.
As an object, the alternating voids aid in generating a dramatic pattern of
light, augmenting the light quality of the space it is contained in.
The Plane has recently won the Young Designers’13 award by Indian
Architect and Builder.

The Yin Yang Table

Conceptualized from the traditional Chinese Yin-Yang symbol representing
duality, seemingly opposite or contrary but complementary forces, the
table characterizes natural dualities. A spirited asset to any living space,
the table is a physical manifestation of the yin-yang concept as a primary
facet of life.

The Traverse

Box & Stagger

Envisaged as a composition of overlapping surfaces in light wood, the
traverse shapes light form through its intersecting surfaces. Light is
produced in multiple directions and the solidity of the wooden surfaces is
fragmented through a layer of horizontal glass.

A number of luminous boxes are invisibly suspended from the ceiliing over a
large rectangular space. They stagger in both dimensions and the resulting
arrangement creates even illumination in rectilinear rooms.

The Tunnel

The Barcode Light

Light through the tunnel; a horizontal light with a narrow, hollow, tunnellike strip allows for light to be contained within the scooped out burrow. 2
light fixtures at the top and bottom ends generate light shafts at both the
ends, help to illuminate the space.

The Barcode Light is designed as an abstraction of the ‘barcode’ used
extensively in the commercial world today and as an integral part of all
products that we use. Fabricated as a solid piece, with voids crafted out to
permit light through, the light is manufactured in various colours and is a
notional representation of the playful nature of the solid/void relationship.

